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ABSTRACT
To explore the influence of fuel injection strategy on the combustion process, the
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations were performed, and simulation results
were validated against the experimental data measured at different rail pressures and injection
timings. The experiments were conducted on a diesel engine equipped with an advanced
injection system that allows full control over the injection parameters. To model the
combustion process of EN590 diesel fuel, two different approaches were used: the General Gas
Phase Reactions (GGPR) approach and the 3-zones Extended Coherent Flame Model (ECFM3Z+). The calculated results, such as mean pressure and rate of heat release, were validated
against experimental data in operating points with different injection parameters in order to
prove the validity of spray and combustion sub-models. At the higher injected pressure, GGPR
model showed better prediction capability in the premixed phase of combustion process,
compared to the ECFM-3Z+ model. Nevertheless, in the rate-controlled phase of combustion
process, ECFM-3Z+ model shows stronger diffusion of temperature field, due to the more
detailed consideration of combustion diffusion phenomena in the ECFM-3Z+ governing
equations. Furthermore, the results show that the rail pressure has a lower impact on the
combustion process for injection timing after the Top Dead Centre (TDC). Both, single and
multi-injection cases are found to be in a good agreement with the experimental data, while the
GGPR approach was found to be suitable only for combustion delay determination and ECFM3Z+ also for the entire combustion process.
KEYWORDS
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Spray

HIGHLIGHTS
•

Numerical and experimental research of the single and multi-injection strategy

•

Comparison between chemical mechanism n-heptane and combustion model ECFM-3Z+

•

Better prediction of the GGPR in the premixed phase for a higher injection pressure

•

Better predictions of the ECFM-3Z+ in the rate of heat release peak

•

Lower impact of the rail pressure for injection timings after the TDC
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NOMENCLATURE
Latin

Description

Unit

A

Constant in Arrhenius law

c

Species concentration

CD

Drag coefficient

CP

Cunningham correction factor

C1

WAVE breakup model constant 1

C2

WAVE breakup model constant 2

d

Droplet diameter

m

D

Effective diffusion coefficient

m2 s-1

Ea

Activation energy

J kg-1

f

Frequency

Hz

Fd

Drag force

N

gi

Cartesian component of the force vector

m s-2

h

Enthalpy

kJ kg-1

H

Total enthalpy interfacial exchange term

kJ kg-1

l

Length of the nozzle

m

𝑚

Mass

kg

𝑚̇

Mass flow

kg s-1

M

Molar mass

kg kmol-1

ncycl

Number of cylinders

nnh

Number of nozzle holes

p

Pressure

Pa

q

Heat flux

W m-2

qt

Turbulent heat flux

W m-2

r

Droplet radius

m

R

Ideal gas constant

J (mol K)-1

S

Source of extensive property

t

Time

s

T

Temperature

K

u,v

Velocity

m s-1

V

Volume

m3

mol m-3

3

w

Molecular weight of species k

kg kmol-1

x

Cartesian coordinates

m

Y

Mass fraction

Greek

Description

α

Volume fraction

β

Coefficient in Arrhenius law

𝛾

Half outer cone angle

Г

Diffusion coefficient

λw

Wavelength

m

μt

Turbulent viscosity

Pa s

ρ

Density

kg m-3

τa

Breakup time

s

φ

Extensive property of general conservation equation

ω

Reaction rate

Ω

Wave growth rate

Unit

rad

s

1. INTRODUCTION
Despite the increasingly strict emissions standards, diesel fuel continues to be the primary
energy source for the transportation systems [1]. The main reason for that is diesel engine
higher thermal efficiency when comparing to the spark ignition ones, especially for heavy load
transport [2]. Currently, the consumption of diesel fuel in the transportation sector is three times
larger than gasoline, with recorded increasing trend [3] which can be addressed to higher
conversion efficiency, higher specific power output, and better reliability of diesel engines [4].
Therefore, the researches in more efficient engine operation are flourishing [5].
The overall energy efficiency of diesel engines regarding fuel consumption and pollutant
emissions highly depends on the spray and combustion processes. Fuel evaporation, vapour
interaction with the surrounding gases, and subsequent combustion are directly determined
with the fuel injection strategy [6]. Therefore, to contribute to the diesel engine efficiency
increase, the in-depth understanding of evaporation and combustion process is of great
importance [7]. To examine the impact of the injection system on the combustion process, it is
common to couple the CFD analyses with the experimental research [8]. This approach is
capable of getting a validated insight of physical and chemical phenomena inside the cylinder
such as temperature field, evaporated fuel, flame zones, emission concentrations, and spray
4

cloud shape [9]. With such insight and the in-depth understanding of combustion and spray
processes, it could be possible to achieve the reduction of emission formation [10]. For
example, in [11] the authors combined experimental and numerical approach to determine the
possible enhancements of diesel engine design and operation. A detailed investigation of the
multi-injection strategy was conducted in [12], where CFD analysis showed the capabilities to
model the low-temperature combustion in order to achieve higher efficiency, lower nitric
oxides, and lower soot emissions. In [13], the authors showed the possibilities to achieve the
higher thermal efficiency of a dual fuel engine by optimising the fuel injection strategy. It is
known that the fuel consumption efficiency and pollutant emissions depend on the injection
system parameters, piston geometry parameters, and conditions inside the combustion chamber
[14]. For example, in [15] the authors presented the optimization process of piston design. A
similar procedure can be adopted for injection timing research and influence of fuel injection
strategy on the combustion process, as shown in [8] and [16]. Recent numerical researches of
diesel engines also focused on the swirl motion [17] and engine cooling influence [18] on the
combustion and emission formation processes. Regarding the injection timing, several
experimental investigations were carried out to show the influence of multi-injection strategies
on the in-cylinder pressure [19]. Most of the experimental studies have been hitherto conducted
with a constant injection parameters [20]. Similar experimental investigations for different
percentage of animal fat in diesel fuel blends were carried out to quantify their impact on incylinder pressure and emissions [21].
The experimental measurements in this research were conducted on an upgraded fourcylinder PSA Diesel 1.6 HDi engine that allows full control over the fuel injection parameters.
The multi-injection strategy features the separate pilot and main injections which results in
reducing the emissions and engine combustion noise [22]. The Pilot Injection (PI) is used to
produce a small amount of vapour that ignites and increases the mean in-cylinder temperature
[23]. At later crank angle positions, the Main Injection (MI) follows. In this research, the
EN590 diesel fuel that features low sulphur content and it is characterised by a cetane number
51 was used to power the experimental engine [24]. To model the combustion process with the
GGPR approach, the n-heptane (C7H16) chemical mechanism was employed [25]. This
mechanism contains skeletal general gas phase reactions of chemical species, where the
chemical kinetic was described with the CHEMKIN tabulation [26]. Since the chemical and
physical properties of the diesel fuel EN590 in experiments were different from n-heptane,
fluid intensive properties were taken from the EN590 database [27]. Such an approach is
commonly used in the literature [28].
The main novelty of this research is an analysis of ECFM-3Z+ and GGPR combustion
modelling approaches coupled with the experimental investigation on the real industrial IC
engine including both single injection and multi-injection strategy. To the best of our
5

knowledge, the comparison between two combustion modelling approaches together with the
experimental research was examined on this scale for the first time. Apart from validating the
results on both single and multi-injection system in a real industrial diesel engine, the impacts
of injection parameters like injection timing and rail pressure were also analysed with the
combination of experimental research and numerical simulations. Furthermore, the research
revealed some specific point during the analysis. The combustion process in the Diesel engines
is mainly dominated by the chemistry, which effects in the better agreement of the GGPR
results with the experimental data in the premixed stage of the combustion. While the ECFM3Z+ shows a better prediction in the late combustion due to the better description of the mixing
time that depends on the turbulence quantities (turbulence kinetic energy and turbulence
dissipation rate). The presented combination of experimental research and numerical
simulations can be successfully used for further investigation of both single injection and multiinjection parameters that influence the combustion process. Finally, the calculated results such
as the mean pressure and the rate of heat release (ROHR) were compared with the experimental
data.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
All simulations were performed using the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equation
approach. For the turbulence modelling, the 𝑘 − 𝜁 − 𝑓 turbulence model was employed [29].
2.1.

Spray modelling

CFD simulations were performed by using the Euler Lagrangian (EL) modelling approach
considering processes such as fuel atomization, droplet evaporation, and vapour combustion
[30]. The definition of the EL spray approach is that the two-phase flow is described for a gas
phase and a liquid fuel in a different manner. The gas phase is treated as a continuum while the
liquid fuel is treated as discrete parcels. The continuum assumption is based on the conservation
equations for the finite control volume approach where the fluid flow is divided into a selected
number of control volumes [31].
The discrete parcels are tracked through the flow field by using the Lagrangian mechanics. In
this research, authors considered only the drag force occurring due to the high relative
velocities between the interacting phases. The parcel trajectories are described as:

𝐹d𝑖 = 𝑚p

𝑑𝑢p𝑖
𝑑𝑡

,

where the drag force, 𝐹d𝑖 , is calculated by employing the Schiller Neumann drag law [32]:
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(1)

𝐹d𝑖 = 0.5𝜋 𝑟 2 𝜌𝐶𝐷 𝑢𝑖 2 ,

(2)

where the drag coefficient 𝐶𝐷 is calculated depending on Reynolds number, 𝑅𝑒 [33]:
24
𝑅𝑒𝐶𝑝

(1 + 0.15𝑅𝑒 0.687 )

𝐶𝐷 = {

0.44

𝑅𝑒 < 103
𝑅𝑒 ≥ 103

𝐶𝑝

.

(3)

In Equation (3), the 𝐶𝑝 is the experimentally determined Cunningham correction factor [33].
When the fuel injection starts the liquid jet disintegrates into smaller droplets. To model the
spray disintegration process, the WAVE breakup model was employed [34]. The assumptions
of this model are the spherical shape of liquid droplets and proportionality of the wavelength
of surface wave and growth of initial perturbations. Thus, the radius of a disintegrated droplet,
𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 can be expressed as:
𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 = 𝜆𝑤 C1,

(4)

where 𝐶1 is the model constant, and 𝜆𝑤 is the wavelength of the fastest growing wave on the
parcel surface. The rate of parcel radius reduction is calculated according to:
𝑑𝑟
𝑑𝑡

=−

(𝑟−𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 )
𝜏𝑎

,

(5)

where the modelled breakup time 𝜏𝑎 is defined as:

𝜏𝑎 =

3.726𝑟 𝐶2
𝜆𝑤 Ω

.

(6)

The term 𝐶2 in Equation (6) is the constant used to tune the droplet breakup time. The
wavelength λ𝑤 and the wave growth rate 𝛺, occurring in Equation (6) depend on the local flow
properties, as discussed in [34].

2.2. Combustion modelling
The combustion process is modelled by using two different approaches; General Gas Phase
Reactions (GGPR) and combustion model ECFM-3Z+ [27]. The first approach uses various
chemical mechanisms described through species chemical reactions and by using the Arrhenius
7

law. On the other hand, the ECFM-3Z+ model is one of the coherent flame approaches suitable
for the modelling of the combustion process in diesel engines.
2.2.1. General gas phase reactions
The combustion process can be modelled by using chemical kinetics. With such an
approach, a higher modelling accuracy can be achieved but with increased computational
effort, comparing to the commonly used combustion models. In this work, the skeletal chemical
mechanism for n-heptane (C7H16), described with 46 chemical species and 182 chemical
reactions is employed [25]. To obtain the mass fraction of each chemical species in the gaseous
phase, an additional transport equation is solved. The calculation of the source term in the
species transport equation is calculated as:
𝐸𝑎

𝜔 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑇𝛽 ∙ 𝑒 −𝑅𝑇 .

(7)

where the constants A, 𝛽 and 𝐸𝑎 are given in the CHEMKIN tabulation for each reaction and
are derived from the experimental investigation [25]. The FIRE™ solver provides the input
data of species mass fractions and their thermodynamic data in each cell and calculates their
reaction rates based on the perfectly stirred 0D reactor model. The chemical species can
originate in chemical reactions as products, but they also can be reactants. If the chemical
species is a reactant, it will be modelled as a sink in the corresponding transport equation:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(𝜌𝑦𝑥 ) +

𝜕
𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝜕

𝜕𝑦

(𝜌𝑢̃𝑖 𝑦𝑥 ) =
(𝛤𝑥 𝜕𝑥𝑥 ) + 𝑆𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝑖

𝑖

.

(8)

The species source term S𝑥 in Equation (8) is expressed as a difference between all forward
and backwards reactions, considering the concentration of chemical species in these reactions:

S𝑥 =

𝑑𝑐𝑖
𝑑𝑡

𝑓

∙ 𝑀𝑖 = ∑𝑛=1 𝜔𝑛,𝑓 ∙ 𝑐𝑛,𝑓 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑥𝑦 − ∑𝑏𝑛=1 𝜔𝑛,𝑏 ∙ 𝑐𝑛,𝑏 ∙ 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑 ,

(9)

where the index f is the number of forwarding chemical reaction, in which the chemical species
are generated, and index b is the number of backwards chemical reactions. In Equation (9),
𝑐𝑜𝑥𝑦 denotes the molar concentration of the oxidizer and 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑 denotes the molar concentration
of the redactor, and 𝑐𝑛,𝑓 and 𝑐𝑛,𝑏 represent molar concentrations of all species that participate
in forward chemical reactions, i.e. backwards chemical reactions. The heat released from each
reaction is summed up and it is included in the energy conservation equation.
8

For describing turbulence-chemistry interaction, Probability Density Function (PDF)
approach was considered in this work. Probability Density Function in this model is based on
the presumed Gaussian Probability Density Function. The temperature T is assumed to be the
sum of mean temperature and temperature variance:

̅̅̅̅̅ ,
𝑇 = 𝑇̅ + 𝑥 √𝑇′𝑇′

(10)

where the probability density function of x is the standard Gaussian function 𝑝(𝑥). The mean
value of temperature function can be calculated as approximate quadrature formula:

̅̅̅̅̅) 𝑐𝑘
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑓(𝑇) ≈ ∑𝑛𝑘=1 (𝑇̅ + 𝑥𝑘 √𝑇′𝑇′

,

(11)

where the 𝑐𝑘 is a coefficient in each node 𝑥𝑘 calculated using the formula:
𝑥−𝑥𝑗

∞

𝑐𝑘 = ∫−∞ (∏𝑗≠𝑘 𝑥

𝑘 −𝑥𝑗

2

) 𝑝(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 .

(12)

Finally, temperature variance is calculated solving its transport equation with its correction
factors:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡

̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜀
̅ 2
𝜕𝑇
̅̅̅̅̅) + 𝜕 (𝜌𝑢̃𝑖 𝑇′𝑇′
̅̅̅̅̅) = 𝜕 (20 𝜇𝑡 𝜕𝑇′𝑇′
) − 2𝜌 ̅̅̅̅̅
(𝜌𝑇′𝑇′
) + 2.86 𝜇𝑡 (𝜕𝑥
𝑇′𝑇′ .
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥 17
𝜕𝑥
𝑘
𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

(13)

2.2.2. Three-zones Extended Coherent Flame Model
The 3-zones Extended Coherent Flame Model (ECFM-3Z+) is one of the coherent flame
models suitable for modelling the combustion process in diesel engines. This model has a
decoupled treatment of chemistry and turbulence, which makes it an attractive solution for
combustion modelling [35]. Besides the standard species transport equations, the ECFM-3Z+
solves additionally transport equations of 11 chemical species: O2, N2, CO2, CO, H2, H2O, O,
H, N, OH and NO in each cell [27]:
̅ 𝑦̃𝑥
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

+

̅𝑢
̃𝑖 𝑦̃𝑥
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝜕
𝜇
𝜇
𝜕𝑦̃
− 𝜕𝑥 ((𝑆𝑐 + 𝑆𝑐𝑡 ) 𝜕𝑥𝑥 ) = ̅̅̅̅
𝜔𝑥̇ ,
𝑡

𝑖
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𝑖

(14)

where 𝑦̃𝑥 is the averaged mass fraction of species x and ̅̅̅̅
𝜔𝑥̇ is the corresponding combustion
source term. Furthermore, three transport equation for the fuel mass fraction 𝑦𝑓𝑢 , mixture
fraction 𝑓 and residual gas mass 𝑔 have to be solved [27]:
𝜕

𝜕

𝜕𝑡

𝜕

(𝜌𝑦𝑓𝑢 ) + 𝜕𝑥 (𝜌𝑢̃𝑖 𝑦𝑓𝑢 ) = 𝜕𝑥 (𝛤𝑓𝑢
𝑖

𝜕
𝜕𝑡

𝜕
𝜕𝑡

𝜕𝑦𝑓𝑢
𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝑖

(𝜌𝑓) +

(𝜌𝑔) +

𝜕

𝜕

) + 𝑆𝑓𝑢 ,

(15)

𝜕𝑓

(𝜌𝑢̃𝑖 𝑓) =
(𝛤𝑓 𝜕𝑥 ) ,
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝑖

𝜕

𝜕

(16)

𝑖

𝜕𝑔

(𝜌𝑢̃𝑖 𝑔) =
(𝛤𝑔 𝜕𝑥 ) .
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝑖

(17)

𝑖

The fuel fraction is divided into two variables: fuel mass fraction in the fresh gases 𝑦̃𝑢.𝑓. and
fuel mass fraction in burnt gases. Where the fuel mass fraction in the fresh gases 𝑦̃𝑢.𝑓. is
calculated from the transport equation:
̅ 𝑦̃𝑢.𝑓.
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

+

̅𝑢
̃𝑦
𝜕𝜌
𝑖 ̃ 𝑢.𝑓.
𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝜕

𝜇

𝜇

= 𝜕𝑥 [(𝑆𝑐 + 𝑆𝑐𝑡 )
𝑡

𝑖

𝜕𝑦̃𝑢.𝑓.
𝜕𝑥𝑖

̇ + ̅̅̅̅̅̅
] + 𝜌̅ 𝑆̃𝑢.𝑓.
𝜔𝑢.𝑓.
̇
,

(18)

and the fuel mass fraction in burnt gases is calculated as the difference between the fuel mass
fraction 𝑦𝑓𝑢 and fuel mass fraction in the fresh gases 𝑦̃𝑢.𝑓. . Additionally, the mixing of
evaporated fuel with fresh air is modelled with the transport equations for the unmixed fuel and
the unmixed oxygen. The unmixed fuel 𝑦̃𝑓 and unmixed oxygen 𝑦̃𝑎.𝑂2 are calculated as:
̅ 𝑦̃𝑓
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

̅ 𝑦̃𝑎.𝑂2
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

+

+

̅𝑢
̃𝑦
𝜕𝜌
𝑖 ̃ 𝑎.𝑂2
𝜕𝑥𝑖

̅𝑢
̃𝑦
𝜕𝜌
𝑖 ̃𝑓
𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝜕

̅ 𝑦̃𝑓 𝜕𝑦̃𝑓
𝜇 𝜕𝜌

𝜕

− 𝜕𝑥 (𝑆𝑐
𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖

̅ 𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑥
1
𝜌
) 𝜕𝑥 = 𝜌̅ 𝑆̃𝑓̇ − 𝜏 𝑦̃𝑓 (1 − 𝑦̃𝑓 ̅̅̅̅𝑀
),
𝜌

̅ 𝑦̃𝑎.𝑂2 𝜕𝑦̃𝑎.𝑂2
𝜇 𝜕𝜌
) 𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝑖

− 𝜕𝑥 (𝑆𝑐
𝑖

𝑚

𝑖

𝑢

1
𝑦̃
= 𝜌̅ 𝑆̃𝑓̇ − 𝜏 𝑦̃𝑎.𝑂2 (1 − 𝑦̃ 𝑎.𝑂2
𝑚

∞.𝑂2

(19)

𝑓

̅ 𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑥
𝜌
̅̅̅̅𝑀
𝜌𝑢 𝑓

),

(20)

where the source terms depend on the mixing time 𝜏𝑚 which considers turbulence quantities,
and is defined as:
1
𝜏𝑚

where the 𝛽 is a model factor with the value 1.
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𝜀

= 𝛽𝑘 ,

(21)

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental investigation was performed on a modified four-cylinder, four-stroke,
turbocharged 1.6 litre PSA light-duty Diesel engine. Main characteristics of the engine are
given in Table 1. For this study, the engine was reworked in a way that one of the cylinders
was thermodynamically separated along with the entire gas path and fuel supply system, as
presented in Figure 1. This allowed a fully flexible control over thermodynamic states in the
intake (IM) and exhaust manifolds (EM), and injection parameters of the observed cylinder,
which allow for exploring a wide range of operating conditions in precisely controlled variation
studies. For that purpose, the intake air for separated cylinder was externally supplied with
compressed air from laboratory high pressure distribution system using a pressure regulator.
The exhaust manifold pressure of the separated cylinder was regulated by a backpressure valve
in the exhaust system of the cylinder. Remaining three cylinders, that were not the part of this
study, were using original turbocharger and were controlled by an original electronic control
unit (ECU).

Engine
Cylinders
Displacement
Bore
Stroke
Compression ratio
Cooling system
Table 1

PSA DV6 ATED4
4, inline
1560 cm3
75 mm
88.3 mm
18:1
Water cooled
Engine characteristics.

Full control over the injection timing, fuel quantity, and injection pressure was performed
with injection control system (National Instruments, Drivven system), which controlled
energizing characteristics of the injectors, as well as the operation of separated common rail
high-pressure pump to ensure a full and precise control over the injection parameters of the
analysed cylinder. The main characteristics of the fuel injection system are given in Table 2.
The engine was coupled with a Zöllner B-350AC eddy-current dynamometer controlled
by Kristel, Seibt & Co control system KS ADAC. In-cylinder pressure was measured with a
calibrated piezo-electric pressure transducer (AVL GH14D) in combination with charge
amplifier AVL MICROIFEM, connected to 16-bit, 4 channel National Instruments dataacquisition system with a maximum sampling frequency of 1 sample per second per channel
(MS/s/ch). An optical shaft encoder Kistler CAM UNIT Type 2613B provided an external
trigger and an external clock at 0.1 crank angle degree (° CA) for data acquisition and injection
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control system. Top dead centre (TDC) was determined by capacitive sensor COM Type 2653.
The maximum uncertainty of pressure measurement, which combines the uncertainties of
pressure transducer, charge amplifier and data acquisition system, is 0.31% and maximum
uncertainty of pressure measurement corresponding to crank angle was therefore 0.96%.

Fuel injection system
Injector type
Number of holes
Hole diameter
Spray angle
Nozzle diameter at hole centre position
Table 2

Common rail
Solenoid
6
0.115 mm
149 °
2.05 mm

Fuel injection system characteristics.

Data acquisition and injection control embedded system was based on National
Instruments cRIO 9024 processing unit and 9114 chassis. The same system was used for
indication of in-cylinder pressure traces and engine control. Fuel mass flow was measured with
AVL 730 gravimetric balance while intake airflow was measured with Coriolis flowmeter
Micro Motion, model F025.
Representative pressure trace was generated by averaging 100 consecutive pressure
cycles in selected operational point at a sampling resolution of 0.1° CA. Representative incylinder pressure trace was generated through a two steps approach. First, 100 consecutive
cycles of the individual operating point were averaged to eliminate Cycle-to-Cycle Variations
(CCV) due to signal noise [36]. Second, pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber that
occur as a result of partial auto-ignition of the fuel were eliminated by applying low-pass finite
impulse response (FIR) filter [37]. The representative pressure trace was then used as an input
for the ROHR analysis that was performed with the AVL Burn™ software [38]. The employed
software tool is based on detailed 0D thermodynamic equations considering variable gas
properties determined via the NASA polynomials and relevant partial derivatives of nonperfect gases as well as the compressibility factor. Detailed equations for 0D ROHR
calculation, which are based on mass, enthalpy and species conservation, are presented in [39].
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Figure 1

Scheme of the experimental system

To obtain the geometrical parameters, three-dimensional (3D) scan of the ω-shaped
piston geometry was performed. The experiments were performed at 1500 1/min while varying
start of energizing (SOE), energizing duration (ED), and rail pressure (RP) keeping constant
indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP). The characteristics of the observed engine operating
points are shown in Table 3.

#Case
a
b
c
d
e
f

Table 3

En. Speed [rpm]
[1/min]
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

p_IM
[bar]
1,40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1,40
1,40

Fuel flow
[kg/h]
0,42
0,43
0,45
0,42
0,41
0,42

IMEP
[bar]
4,17
4,22
4,18
4,17
4,23
4,26

Air flow
[kg/h]
17,93
17,84
17,57
17,31
17,28
17,11

RP
[bar]
600
600
600
1200
1200
1200

SOE
[° CA]
705
715
725
705
715
725

ED
[μs]
545
540
570
365
356
370

Operating single injection points with corresponding engine operating parameters
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In order to prove high predictability of the proposed modelling approach, also the more
demanding case with two separate injections (PI and MI) at the same rotation speed was
observed. For this operating point different parameters, such as the start of the pilot injection
energizing (SOPE), the start of main injection energizing (SOME), duration of pilot injection
(PED), and the duration of the main injection (MED) are shown in Table 4.
#Case
g

En. Speed [rpm]
[1/min]
1499,6

Table 4

p_IM
[bar]
1,1702

Fuel flow
[kg/h]
2,42

IMEP
[bar]
4,8862

Air flow
[kg/h]
78,26

RP
[bar]
700

SOPE
[° CA]

PED
[μs]

695

240

SOME MED
[° CA] [μs]

714

545

Operating multi-injection point with corresponding engine operating parameters

4. NUMERICAL SETUP
Numerical simulations were performed by using the commercial 3D CFD software AVL
FIRE™ for the closed valve period. The control volume mesh is covering 1/6th of the cylinder
bowl due to the 6 symmetrically distributed nozzle holes. Therefore, the injection from only
one nozzle hole was considered. The computational domain was generated by using the AVL
FIRE™ ESE DIESEL tool [27]. Initially, the piston geometry was scanned and the moving
computational mesh was generated. The generated mesh contains 32500 control volumes at the
Top Dead Centre (TDC), and 56412 control volumes in the Bottom Dead Centre (BDC). In
order to correctly describe the fluid flow interaction with the wall, a two-cell thick boundary
was created at the wall boundary selections declared in Table 5. The mesh movement was based
on the interpolation between two meshes of identical topology, while the rezoning procedure
was considered by exchanging meshes with same outer boundaries and with a different number
of control volumes [40]. The mesh dependency study was conducted generating two additional
moving meshes of same block structure with approximately 1.5 and 2 times more cells. The
simulations with the same setup were run for all three meshes, where the obtained results were
different for less than 1%. From that comparison, the presented mesh was selected for all
calculations in this work, since it is capturing all the necessary flow features with satisfying
accuracy in less computational time. All meshes in the mesh dependency study are generated
with the first grid boundary nodes at approximately 1 mm from the wall, at y+ value around
30-35 which fits the log-law profile for turbulent flows, according to literature [41].
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Figure 2

Computational domain at the top dead centre

The piston selection was defined as a moving part which resulted in deformation of specific
computational cells. Therefore, the mesh was rezoned several times to satisfy pre-defined
conditions of cell aspect ratio and orthogonality. The details regarding the boundary conditions
are shown in Table 5. The engine head temperature was controlled by cooling water while
cooling oil controlled the piston temperature. Those surfaces were assumed as isothermal
boundary conditions with temperatures corresponding to the experimentally measured values.
The cylinder geometry was assumed to be symmetric around the cylinder axis, and therefore
the segment cut boundary was defined as the periodic inlet/outlet boundary condition. In order
to compensate the geometric irregularities, the compensation volume was generated and it was
defined as an adiabatic boundary condition. Mesh dependency tests were performed on three
meshes with different cell size and with same block structure geometry where for all three
meshes the converged results were matching. Therefore, the mesh with the lowest number of
cells was selected for further calculations in order to save computational time and still provide
reliable results.
Boundary condition
Piston
Head
Liner

Type
Mesh movement wall
Fixed wall
Fixed wall

Cylinder axis
Compensation volume wall
Periodic segment cut

Symmetry
Mesh movement wall
Periodic inlet/outlet
Table 5

Boundary conditions
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Specific condition
Temperature 560 K
Temperature 530 K
Temperature from 360 K to
450 K
Adiabatic
Boundary connection

Figure 3 shows the computational domain symmetry plane cut section, while the red rectangle
shows a detailed view of the orifice refinement section that was generated in order to achieve
more stable and robust calculations.

Figure 3

Computational domain with details on near-nozzle region refinement (left)

The initial pressure, temperature and gas composition were defined according to the
available experimental data. The initial velocity field inside the cylinder was defined with swirl
value of 4000 min-1 around the z-axis.
In both combustion modelling approaches, at the crank angle positions characteristic for
the injection and combustion process, the smallest time step was defined as 0.1° CA, while the
largest time step size of 1° CA was defined during the compression stroke. The Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) criteria with a maximum CFL number of 1 was used to determine the
instant time step and the time integration was done by the first order Euler implicit scheme.
For turbulence and energy transport equations, the first order upwind differencing scheme was
used, while for the momentum equation, the MINMOD Relaxed scheme was employed [27].
The convergence criteria were satisfied when normalised energy, momentum and pressure
residuals reached a value lower than 10−4. The pressure-velocity coupling was performed by
employing the SIMPLE algorithm for solving the pressure correction equation.

4.1.

Injection parameters and spray setup

Fuel mass injected in each cycle is calculated from the total fuel consumption measured at
the fuel tank. The connection is obtained from the mass conservation law, and can be expressed
as:
2∙𝑚̇𝑓𝑡

𝑚cycle = 𝑓∙𝑛

𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 ∙𝑛𝑛ℎ
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,

(22)

where 𝑚̇𝑓𝑡 is the fuel consumption, 𝑓 is the engine speed (Hz), 𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 is the number of cylinders
that engine has, and 𝑛𝑛ℎ is the number of nozzle holes that injector has. The half outer cone
angle 𝛾, used for spray definition was calculated according to the following expression [42]:

𝛾 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔 [

𝜌𝑔

4𝜋√3
6(3+0.28(

𝑙

𝑑𝑛ℎ

))

√𝜌 ]
𝑓

,

(23)

where l is the length of the nozzle, and 𝑑𝑛ℎ is the nozzle hole diameter, 𝜌𝑔 is the gas density
and 𝜌𝑓 is the density of injected fuel. In Equation (23), the impact of 𝑙 was neglected due to its
small influence on the spreading angle. Within the EL spray model, WAVE breakup model
was considered [43]. The WAVE model constant 𝐶2 was varied between 6 and 12 in single
injection cases, and for the multi-injection cases it was considered 15 during the PI, and 25
during the MI period. Additionally, for the case g with the multi injection strategy, the ratio
between PI and MI fuel mass was not known in experimental research. This ratio was assumed
the same as the ratio between the combustion areas of PI and MI under the experimental rate
of heat release curve.

5. RESULTS
In this section, the experimental and CFD simulation results are presented. Firstly, the incylinder pressure and ROHR results of single-injection operating points are compared with the
experimental results. Furthermore, for specific crank angle positions, the development of
evaporated fuel and temperature field through the engine combustion chamber is described. At
the end of the chapter, the results of multi-injection operating point are discussed.
5.1.
Single injection results
Figure 4 shows the differences in in-cylinder pressure and ROHR curves obtained by the
combustion model, chemical mechanism and experiment for 6 operating points (cases) with a
single injection strategy. The presented ROHR is calculated for the 1/6th of the cylinder bowl
volume, indicating that for the entire engine, this value should be multiplied by a number of
nozzle holes and number of engine cylinders.
The fuel autoignition point, or the start of combustion (SOC), is indicated by the initial
departure of ROHR from the zero value. It is discernible from figures that SOC is predicted
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well in the analysed case, indicating plausibility of the employed models also during the
ignition delay period.
It is noticed that for cases a, b, and f, the GGPR model predicts higher peak values of ROHR
in comparison with the combustion ECFM-3Z+ model and with the experimental data. This
can be mostly attributed to a different combustion modelling approaches, where the turbulence
fluctuations are differently described. Additionally, the ECMF-3Z+ features 3-mixing zones
for the air and fuel, which lead to a more appropriate SOC and ROHR predictions in the
premixed phase of combustion. In the GGPR approach, it is assumed that the reaction rates of
the chemical mechanism are calculated based on mean quantities, which increases the
uncertainty of a turbulent flame calculation. The high turbulent fluctuations obtained during
spray injection and ignition of evaporated fuel produce the discrepancy in the ROHR results
obtained for the cases fluid dynamics in Figure 4. In Equation (9) it can be noticed, that the
products of mean and instantons species concentrations and chemical reaction rates are
different. In the ECFM-3Z+ model, the turbulence fluctuations are considered inside the
mixing model and are used for the modelling of the source term in Equation (14). For
calculation of source terms in the Equation (14) for the fuel and oxygen, the mixing time-scale
between 3-zones is required, which is assumed to be proportional to the turbulent time-scale
given by the turbulence model.
The cases a, b and c have the same mass of injected fuel and injection timing but lower
injection pressure as cases on their right-hand side. In the case a, it is noticed that the peak incylinder pressure in the premixed phase is lower for approximately 10 bar than in the case d,
which is addressed to the lower injection pressure and lower droplet velocities. With lower
droplet velocities, the spray droplets are larger and evaporate slower resulting in lower ROHR
values and lower in-cylinder pressure.
For a higher rail pressure values, the rate of heat release curve exhibits higher gradients,
which can be attributed to a better fuel disintegration process due to higher injection pressure,
and thus higher share of evaporated fuel before the SOC. For cases c and f, the fuel injection
occurs after the piston reached TDC, which leads to the SOC after the peak motoring pressure.
For these cases, differences in peak values of ROHR are less noticeable. In the ECFM-3Z+
model, the auto-ignition and laminar flame speed model are considered, which can be the
reason why the ROHR predictions show a more reliable result in the SOC phase when
compared with the GGPR.
From the results presented in Figure 4, it can be concluded that for the fuel injection after
the TDC, the injection pressure has a lower impact on the combustion process. Furthermore, it
can be concluded that both the ECFM-3Z+ and chemical mechanism results show a good
agreement with the experimental data. Additionally, GGPR shows a better prediction in the
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premixed phase of the combustion process for higher injection pressure, but the ECFM-3Z+
shows better predictions of the peak rate of heat release than the GGPR.

Figure 4

The in-cylinder pressure and rate of heat release for single injection cases defined
in Table 3

In Figure 5, the injected droplet velocity is shown for case a. This view with six nozzle
hole injections was obtained cloning the results for the 1/6th of the cylinder bowl volume around
the z-axis, to envisage the actual injection process inside the whole cylinder. The droplet
velocity results were obtained from the continuity equation, where the injection pressure was
accelerating the droplets to the shown velocity results.
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Figure 5

Injected parcel velocity for the whole cylinder of single injection case (case a)

The evaporated fuel distribution for the single injection case a is presented in Figure 6.
The vapour fuel concentration is in direct relation to the temperature field shown in Figure 7
where the regions of lower temperature, due to the evaporation process are as well the regions
of higher concentration of evaporated fuel. At 710° CA, the injection process ends, and the
initial fuel vapour is produced. At 711° CA, the combustion process starts and the concentration
of the evaporated fuel decreases. It can be noticed that the evaporated fuel is propagating
towards the piston bowl where the combustion occurs with the largest share, as can be seen
from temperature distribution in Figure 7. At 712° CA, the evaporated fuel is spread in the
high-temperature region which propagates its combustion. In later crank angle positions, the
evaporated fuel disappears in chemical reactions acting as a reactant. The results of evaporated
fuel predicted with the ECFM-3Z+ show that the evaporation process is more intensive than in
GGPR. But in Figure 4, it is shown that the burning process is faster in the GGPR. That can be
attributed to the auto-ignition and laminar flame speed model in ECMF-3Z+ that slows down
the combustion process.
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Figure 6

Temperature field for different combustion modelling approaches of single
injection case (case a).

Figure 7 shows temperature fields for the case a, which is a representative case for
analysis of calculated results for a single injection strategy. The 3D results are shown for the
symmetry plane of the computational domain. The temperature field recorded at 710° CA
clearly shows the influence of fuel injection process. The intense breakup promotes the
evaporation process by enlarging the surface available for the mass transfer of the liquid fuel
into the gaseous phase. The cooling of the gas phase is visible due to the evaporation process.
At 717° CA, the combustion starts and the local temperature rise is visible. For that crank angle
position, it can be noticed that with the ECFM-3Z+ model the higher share of fuel is burned
resulting in the larger high-temperature region characterized by the lower peak value. It can be
concluded, that in ECFM-3Z+ model fuel-air mixing is better described. The peak temperatures
are recorded at 724° CA, where the maximum temperature is in a good agreement for the results
obtained with both modelling approaches.
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Figure 7

5.2.

Temperature field for different combustion modelling approaches for operating
point a.

Multi-injection results

Figure 8 shows the in-cylinder pressure results obtained by the combustion model, GGPR
approach, and experimental data for the multi-injection operating point. The comparison of the
experimental and calculated ROHR during the injection period for the computational domain
is also shown, where the area under curves represents the accumulated released energy. The
ignition of the PI fuel predicted by the ECFM-3Z+ model is occurring slightly before recorded
experimental data. For the PI fuel, using the GGPR approach a higher ignition delay is noticed
when compared to the experimental data. From showed results in Figure 7, it can be stated, that
in the rate-controlled of combustion process, ECFM-3Z+ model shows stronger diffusion of
temperature field, due to the more detailed consideration of combustion diffusion phenomena.
In Equation (14) of the ECFM-3Z+ combustion model, the consideration of Sc number
improves interaction with the in-cylinder flow and which can be seen in the larger hightemperature region at 717° CA.
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Figure 8 The mean in-cylinder pressure and the rate of heat release results obtained by
experiment, GGPR and ECFM-3Z+ for multi-injection case defined in Table 4

Figure 9 shows the evaporated fuel distribution for different crank angle positions at the
spray axis plane for the multi-injection case g. The fuel vapour is shown several crank angle
degrees after 700° CA when the PI is finished. The concentrations of evaporated fuel predicted
in ECFM-3Z+ simulations show a more intensive evaporation process during the PI. Such
behaviour can be attributed to a better description of turbulence-chemistry interaction and
faster ignition when comparing to the GGPR approach. This can also be seen in the ROHR
curve in Figure 8. At 703° CA, the combustion process of the PI fuel occurs and the
concentration of the evaporated fuel decreases. At later crank angle positions, the MI occurs.
Compared to single injection cases faster evaporation is noticed, which can be addressed to the
higher in-cylinder temperature achieved through PI combustion. Higher temperatures also
accelerate chemical reactions and reduce the ignition delay of MI. Due to that, a premixed peak
of MI combustion is not pronounced as in single injection cases. Such behaviour, characterised
by lower temperatures and pressure increase gradients, is favourable for the engine noise and
NOx emissions. In the ECFM-3Z+ approach, due to auto-ignition model and laminar flame
speed model that postpone the combustion process, the overall combustion process of
evaporated fuel during the spray injection is slower than in the GGPR approach. At 724° CA,
the combustion process of the MI fuel occurs and the concentration of the evaporated fuel
decreases. The last remaining evaporated fuel is located in the near piston region, where the
lower temperature of the piston postpones the combustion process.
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Figure 9

Temperature field for different combustion modelling approaches of the multiinjection case (case g).

In Figure 10 the temperature field for different crank angle positions of case g is shown.
The temperature distribution at 697° CA shows the influence of PI where the cooling of the
gas phase is visible due to the lower fuel temperature and fuel evaporation. At 714° CA, the
combustion of vapour fuel from the PI occurs, and the rise in temperature is visible in the
combustion regions. At 717° CA, the MI occurs, which is demonstrated with a lower
temperature in the spray region. The peak temperatures are recorded at 730° CA, where the
maximum temperature is higher for the results obtained with the GGPR approach.
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Figure 10 Temperature field for different combustion modelling approaches of the multiinjection case (case g).

6. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this paper was to present the different 3D numerical approaches, applied on
the IC diesel engine, with a good trade-off between computational efficiency and modelling
depth to achieve a high level of predictability. The influence of injection timing and rail
pressure on combustion characteristics was investigated with the presented analysis for CFD
simulations. The experimental research and diesel engine combustion simulations performed
with ECFM-3Z+ and GGPR combustion modelling approaches were conducted for several
injection timings showing a good prediction capability. The experimental matrix was made to
show the impact of rail pressure, in-cylinder pressure, in-cylinder temperature and chemical
species concentrations on the overall combustion process. Measured results of ignition delays
and ROHR indicate the change of air to fuel ratio in the premixed and in the mixture-controlled
combustion, which was also proved by the 3D results of simulations. Furthermore, it was
shown that the GGPR modelling approach is good for estimation of combustion delay and less
accurate in the premixed and mixture-controlled combustion. The
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ECFM-3Z+ modelling

approach, on the other hand, shows a good agreement of the mean in-cylinder pressure and
ROHR also in the late combustion phase. This can be addressed to usage of the auto-ignition
and the laminar flame speed models within this approach. Both combustion modelling
approaches were validated on the operating point with a multi-injection strategy, and a good
agreement with the experimental results was achieved, especially for the ECFM-3Z+ case. In
the rate-controlled and late phase of the combustion process, the ECFM-3Z+ model shows a
stronger diffusion of the temperature field, due to a more detailed consideration of combustion
diffusion phenomena. It can be concluded that for the fuel injection after the TDC, the injection
pressure has a lower impact on the combustion process.
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